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Local Communities And The Management Of Public Forests

Michael McClosky* 

Should the role of local communities in managing public forests be enlarged? Many groups that promote new partnerships between community stakeholders and management agencies clearly believe the answer is yes. They believe nearby localities need to find new voices and ways to speak as one.

This idea is encouraged by an enchantment with localism. At a time of increasing economic globalization, some are resisting change by concentrating on "home" places where one can understand what is going on and make a difference.

In response, the Clinton Administration is advocating "place-based or community-based management" and "adaptive management." These types of management would be molded by the shifting imperatives of place instead of national standards and perspectives. It is believed that conflict will be reduced by accommodating local desires.

The key to these new management regimes will be collaboration. Agencies will collaborate with community stakeholders to
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decide what should be done, as in the Quincy Library Group in California's Plumas National Forest.5

I. CRITIQUE

Some of us in the environmental community question whether this shift to local control is a good idea. Communities in close proximity to national forests, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) forests, or state forests clearly have a legitimate interest in those forests. As citizens, they are co-owners; along with the rest of us, they are users with palpable economic interests, neighbors concerned with forest fires, and residents with many daily connections. Their voices should be heard, and they should be consulted.

But there are other citizens—at greater distances—who also have legitimate interests in our nation's public forests. These citizens come from cities and other places to use the forests for recreation. They depend on the waters that flow out of the forests; and they are concerned with habitat and endangered species and want wilderness to survive. They are among the larger population of co-owners who constitute a community of interest, if not a given place.

The new community based theories of collaboration leave these groups out of the equation. Instead, emphasis is placed on increasing the influence of nearby communities. But local communities already have a larger voice in debates over national forests. Lawmakers customarily defer to the views of the Congressperson from the district involved; and business interests in such communities long ago captured predominant influence over the management of federal grazing lands and state lands.6
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Despite local communities' substantial influence, they have not entirely succeeded in gaining exclusive control of the management of the national forests. The very name of these forests reminds us that we all own them; they belong to all of the citizens of this nation, not just to those who live nearby. Currently, all of us decide how these forests should be managed when we vote in national elections. Elections serve as a mechanism of democratic accountability to a national constituency. For example, allowable timber sale quantities increase or decrease depending on the philosophy of the winning political party. Thus, setting the direction for managing these forests through local negotiations displaces this national constituency and transfers control to the local level.

Moreover, when collaboration includes an agreement to proceed by consensus, it substitutes minority rule for majority rule. The idea of operating by consensus insidiously implies that problems need not be addressed until virtually everyone is in agreement. It empowers narrow vested interests to thwart the will of the majority.

Collaborative processes are also promoted as a key to breaking deadlocks over the management of national forests. In reality, however, "breaking deadlocks" means getting timber production back into high gear. Local control is really about promoting the agenda of the business community. It is also about getting politicians out of having to referee contests between those business interests and the rest of us, that is, to avoid doing their job.

Collaboration plays an entirely different role when applied to lands of mixed ownership where no one is in charge of looking after the public interests. This is the case with large water-
sheds and issues such as salmon restoration. But someone is in charge of the national forests—the Forest Service—and the public interest consists of the interests of all of us, not just those who live nearby.

Those who theorize about collaboration admit that all stakeholders must be consulted for the process to have legitimacy. In the drive toward community partnering, such broad consultation is rarely accomplished. But expediency demands ignoring this disparity between theory and practice.

II.

CONFLICTING COMMUNITIES

As a consequence of this push toward expediency and community partnerships, a conflict is created between communities of place and communities of interest. The push toward localism exalts the interests of given communities of place (those in and around the public forests) over more extended communities of interest. The process provides no voice to coastal cities, such as San Francisco and Berkeley, who get their water from national forests and whose citizens rely on the Sierra for recreation. Moreover, no process exists to consult the varied interests of all of the national co-owners of these forests. How are their various interests to be identified and consulted?

Some suggest that, in theory, all of these interests can be represented by surrogates: people in the locality who identify with broader interests, such as members of national environmental organizations. But such surrogates are self-nominated. Despite their willingness, they are not in fact appointed to act as agents. In the case of the Quincy Library Group, few national organizations felt they were represented; nor were they satisfied with the outcome. They objected to the proposal to double cutting levels and to disregard the recommendations of the Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project report. The theory of national interest representation via surrogates is no more than an exercise in wishful thinking.

Some further argue that the problems of representation don't matter all that much because such groups are purely advisory. Strong pressures, however, are brought to bear to ratify the results of heavily negotiated issues. This has certainly been the case with respect to the report of the Quincy Library Group, and

some Members of Congress are thinking of replicating this example.  

More dramatically, others advocate conferring real power on such collaborative groups. They want agencies to commit to implementing the results of such negotiations. They want participants, including agencies, to have the power to make commitments. Most environmental groups are not set up to make such commitments.

These community processes will affect a de facto shift of power over federal forest lands to local residents. Most of the forests' owners will be effectively disenfranchised, including the majority of users in the same state. Residents of small towns will gain power at the expense of those in cities.

III. PROBLEMS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

Even those who live in small towns may have reason to wonder if this shift in management makes sense. Collaborative processes tend to be intense and time consuming. Negotiations attract those with vested interests, particularly business interests that tend to dominate the process. Those without special expertise may find themselves at a disadvantage, and those who cannot commit to the considerable time entailed are excluded.

These processes tend to marginalize those who choose not to participate. They find themselves outside the arena where these matters are being handled. Open public debate in a community tends to dry up, as a critical mass of participants no longer exists to carry on a robust debate. People who had contributed to the critical mass are now co-opted into the collaborative process, where they are largely silenced by obligations of comity. Without an open debate, public opinion is no longer nourished. Issues which prove too tough for negotiators to resolve are laid aside to languish without public attention.

And public agencies, seeing the burden of making hard
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choices, may choose to follow in the wake of politicians. Why should they grapple with tough problems if they don't have to? Instead of forcing problem solvers to do their duty, this process may allow them to "pass the buck."

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the shift toward local control disenfranchises distant stakeholders, including many users of federal lands. Most of those who own these public forests are excluded from the process. Majority rule is replaced with minority rule through a consensus process. These processes have the effect of turning national forests into county forests. Instead of pursuing the greatest good for the greatest number, collaborative efforts all too often pursue the vested interests of a smaller number. For these reasons local control should not be accepted as a better way to manage public lands.